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TECHNOLOGY

S
upercomputers. Artificial Intelligence. The Singularity. You 
don’t need to be a science fiction nerd for these to conjure 
up images of a Terminator-style war between humans and 
the race of sentient robots which Google will obviously be 
building, just as soon as they’ve ironed out the niggles with 

the self-driving cars. 

An Utopian idea
When Unimate, the world’s first programmable robot, was sold to 
General Motors in the early 1960’s to handle hot metal, a world 
swept up in the Space Race fell hard for the idea that a robot could 
replace a human. It was Utopian - machines would be used whenever 
and wherever the task was too dangerous for a person. It didn’t take 
long for the romance to fade; whenever and wherever just weren’t 
possible. Quite the opposite, in fact - the more dangerous a situation, 
the more likely you were to need a person calling the shots.

Fast forward
Fast forward 60 years later and we find ourselves in a similar sort of 
place. We have the most phenomenal technology available to us; 
from online chatbots to robotic surgeons, and we are certainly using it. 

But early in 2018, we saw the first media reports of robotic start-
ups going under. Sure, tech startups fail all the time, it’s a risky sort 
of business but there were more of these failing than there should 
have been. The reason, it turned out, isn’t a new one: apparently 
whenever and wherever still aren’t entirely possible.

Flipping a coin
With some very real limits to what technology can do, and the likes of 
Amazon publicly admitting to having problems with their own artificial 
intelligence implementations, how on earth does an ordinary small 
South African business decides what calls for smart technology and 
when to leave things in the hands of a good old-fashioned human? 

l Value, not cost. Just because technology can reduce the cost of a 
business process, doesn’t mean that it will necessarily improve the 
process or the result. If having a person rather than a bot means 
you will produce better value for the customer, and ultimately your 
business, have the person.

l If a customer is upset, the robot cannot pass the tissues. When 
Honda tasked its ASIMO robot with leading museum tours, it failed 
dismally because it wasn’t able to differentiate between people 
raising their hands to ask a question and people waving hello to 
it. Technology is bad at correctly handling abstract concepts and 
emotions. In any scenario where your customer is likely to be 
upset (complaints or claims), giving immediate and easy access 
to a well-trained person will do far more for a positive customer 
experience than a prompt auto-reply purporting to be sorry for 
their loss.

l Fifty shades of (decision-making) grey. As good as software is at 
handling complexity, the sorts of systems we work with in the 
business environment are not yet adept at understanding nuance. 
Situations that ask for equal parts rule book and judgement, like 
the underwriting of large and non-standard risks, are best left to 
the professionals for now. 

l Meet or manage expectations to exceed them. I don’t mind 
chatting to a service bot, I don’t mind if it’s been given a human 
persona, I do like to know it’s not a real person on the other 
side of the messenger box when I start the conversation. If your 
customer would otherwise be expecting to interact with a person 
and you’ve introduced technology, or even vice versa, make sure 
to set their expectations correctly, and in advance. Zero value is 
achieved for anyone if the customer abandons an interaction. 

You don’t need super intelligence, artificial or otherwise, to spot the 
theme in the points above: your customer. If you keep focus on 
providing them with the best possible value, and the most positive 
experience, choosing between (hu)mans and machines becomes 
much easier.
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